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We have in stock this week, Italian Prunes and Gravenstein Apples at reasonable prices. We will have Cling Peaches in this week. We are now receiving
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Come and see our big lines of Fresh Fruits and Vegetables.
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MRS. STEVENS MOVES.
Mrs. F. A. Stevens has moved her
stock of goods and studio from the
of Canadian Malony building to 308 Third street
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]| customs at Ottawa, accompanied by where she has fitted up a very attrac¬
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from Prince Rupret to Ketchikan on
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the City of Seattle.
closed all day Monday, Labor Day.
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CL08ING NOTICE.
Store will be closed all day Mon¬
a
day, September 7th, Labor Day.
B. M. BEHRENDS CO.
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ALASKA CELERY

Fountain pens of all the best makes,

at tho Juneau Drug Co., 107 Front SL

.9-4-2t.
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THE LABOR
Given by
j j Juneau
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Monday Evening, September Seventh
j;
:: At JAXON'S RINK
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Admission: ||
!.
Dancers, One Dollar; Ladles, Free
Free
Ladles,
Spectators, Twenty-five Cents;
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